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Essential food service employees take care of the community
By M. Wright, Community Editor

Donning face masks, gloves,
and hair coverings, the food service employees at Lancaster City
Schools have played an essential
role in feeding the Lancaster
community for months, since
the schools closed under the
government shutdown. These
essential workers prepared meals
and worked in tandem with
other school and community
volunteers to provide breakfast
and lunch to families every week
since March 17th.
Nearly 52% of LCS students
qualify for free and reduced
meals. With many parents out of
work during the COVID 19 Stay
Luci Porter, LHS cook and cashier, prepares
at Home Order, their efforts have
meals for the Lancaster community.
been heroic to some parents.
tem at various schools and commu“We think it’s fantastic, especially now because we are not getting nity and district employees packed
vans and other vehicles an distribpaid,” said Michael Bell, a parent.
“We are used to our kids eating at uted meals within neighborhoods
school and this shows that the school during the week.
“We served about 180 meals curbdistrict is taking care of its own
side each day, just at the high school,”
during this difficult time.”
said Michelle Lewis, the assistant
At the high school alone, food
manager of the LHS cafeteria.
service workers prepared about 600
“We miss our students and worry
meals for students and their families
about their wellbeing.”
2-3 times a week. Families had the
LHS bus driver, Bob Spect said
option of using a drive through syshe knows the students
needed support and
volunteered to help distribute meals throughout some Lancaster
neighborhoods to keep
kids fed.
“We hit the neighborhoods and housing
developments,” he said.
“If we see someone
Michael Bell receives meals for his family in the curbside with kids we offered
pickup at the high school in May.
them meals. Some-

times, we found a household that
needed 14-15 meals. It’s crazy.”
On a daily basis, essential workers like the food service staff do not
usually get the credit they deserve.
It is in times of distress that the
work these employees perform is
often to provide a life-line to the
most vulnerable in communities.
This means that these workers have
to put others’ safety and wellbeing
before their own.
“We realize how important our
job is to the community and students that we provide them with
food and support,” said LHS food
service employee, Luci Porter.
Lancaster City Schools Food
Service Supervisor, Karah Smith,
said the district has been trying to
provide everything that students and
parents need during a challenging
time and the community is grateful.
“Free meals can go along way,” she
said.
“Parents and students of the community have been very appreciative.”

LCS bus driver, Bob Spect, volunteers
to deliver hundreds of meals weekly to
families.
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A personal account of the disease and it’s affects on a local family
By B. Munroe, Entertainment Editor
During the first few weeks into
the stay home order, everything was
going fine. Both of my parents work
essential jobs so we had a stable
income when order was enacted.
Suddenly, the Coronavirus attacked
and everything changed. Although
both of my parents had symptoms,
my mom, who has asthma, was hit
hard and experienced a wide range of
painful reactions.
“I could not speak a sentence
without losing my breath,” my mom,
Jennifer Anderson recalled.
“My face hurt really bad like a
sinus infection on steroids.”
She lost the ability to taste and
smell. On the fifth day, her birthday,
she slept for 20 hours. Eventually,
she was so weak, that she slept continuously for four days, only getting
up to eat and occasionally shower
when she could muster the energy.
I was really worried when she
first was diagnosed because she was
enduring a lot of pain, and this was
something that could not be treated
easily. The next few weeks, she experienced body aches and a horrible
headache that caused dizziness, nau-

Eye of the Gale journalist, Ben Munroe
with his mother, Jennifer Anderson.

sea, and black spots in her vision.
By the tenth day, her blood pressure
spiked to 219/122 and she went to
the emergency room for treatment.
Slowly, day after day, she began
to recover and by the 22nd day, she
was cleared by the Health Department to take another test, which
came back negative. In addition, an
antibody test showed that her body
was now teeming with antibodies
against the virus.
“I’m glad to say that now I can
donate blood and help others
during their time of need,” she said.
In hindsight, my family and I felt
a number of emotions during this Lancaster resident and healthcare employee,
Jennifer Anderson, describes her ordeal with
crisis. During the most difficult
Coronavirus.
days, we kids had to take charge
to make sure our parents ate. We
“But if we stay our distance, then
washed clothes, cleaned the house,
we can eliminate this threat together.”
and took care of the family dogs.
Overall, this experience made me
Having our household on lockespecially appreciative for my mom.
down and in quarantine presented
My mother and I are incredibly close.
some challenges.
In fact, for the first five years of my
“We were forced to stay indoors.
life, she was the only person in my
No grocery store, fast food, or walklife. My father left before I was born.
ing the pooches,” my mom, recalled.
During quarantine, it was a bit
“With three teenagers, it can get
tough knowing that I couldn’t be
uncomfortable, loud, and stinky!”
near her. I couldn’t even give her a
My mother is the billing director
hug to help relieve the huge burden
in a nursing home and my step-dad
she was carrying.
works with airplanes at UPS. Not
Looking back, my mom said that
only were we afraid for my parents’
her greatest fear during her illness
health, but they couldn’t go to work . was that she feared passing the virus
My little sister Emily was worried. on to someone else. She hopes that
“I’m scared that the budget might
people will wear masks in public to
be a little tight,” she said.
help stop the spread of this crippling
“We have to control how much we
virus, and to protect lives.
are eating and such.”
“This disease is horrible. I think this
My older sister Allison tried to
pandemic has unveiled some issues
stay positive.
like health care and unemployment
“This may be a tough time now,”
and gives us opportunities to move
she assured us.
forward in this country.”

Gales Tales
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LHS reactions to learning online during the pandemic
By E. Schleich, Photography Staff
connected with their students.
students can pause, fast forward, or
When the COVID 19 pandemMath teacher, Dylan Sharp created rewind if needed.”
ic forced schools to close, teachers
Overall, students liked sleeping
across the nation scrambled to adapt online lessons weekly in which he
recorded his voice to help students
in and having the flexibility to learn
traditional face-to-face teaching
learn.
and complete assignments at their
methods to online instruction. As
own pace, while others struggled by
the school year comes to an end,
not being able to ask questions facesome Lancaster High School
to-face with their teachers. Many
students and faculty reflected on
struggled with a lack of motivation
the pros and cons of their online
and technology issues also created
educational experience.
conflict.
According to LHS sophomore,
Should online instruction continSarah Dilley, one of her teachers
ue in the fall, some feel that improvereally made the grade by assignments can be made in the process.
ing an interesting project.
Students expressed wanting one plat“One of my teachers had us
Courtesy Google Images
form like Google Classroom where
do a crime report of everything that
they can find all of their assignments
changed due to the Coronavirus,” she “I find it important that the students
are
still
able
to
hear
the
teacher’s
for all of their classes in one place.
said.
voice because that helps them under“I think the key to improving the
“This included us seeing if crime
student experience is structure,” said
went up or down since Corona start- stand the content better,” he said.
“It is familiar . . . and I have had
Sharp.
ed, if the crime drastically or gradu“Some students I have commually changed, and if the type of crime some students tell me it felt like they
were back in my room listening to
nicated with during the course of
we chose started before or after the
me teach.”
online schooling expressed their
lock-down. I really thought this was
Some teachers utilized a variety
frustration about how difficult it was
interesting because it put everything
of online platforms and programs to
to find some of their assignments for
into perspective for me.”
keep
instruction
exciting
and
engagtheir other classes. I find that when
Another sophomore, Olivia
ing. Math teacher, Faith Spires used
students are struggling to even figure
Brandon-Pickens, assignment about
out what they are supposed to do,
current events grabbed her attention. Educreations among other educational programs.
their motivation to actually do that
“In our history class, we were do“Students would see the problems assignment drops tremendously.”
ing research on a number of people
Spires echoed Sharp’s point.
or events and writing cool facts about worked out and hear my explanation
“If our teachers continue doing
them. I thought this was fun because of each problem,” she explained.
“I really liked doing this because
what they are doing (providing supit was something ¨not¨ history relatport, staying available
ed and it was somefor students, and giving
thing interesting to
thoughtful assignments
do,” she said.
with good feedback),”
Many teachers
said Spires.
pushed themselves
“I think we will come
to create videos,
out of this stronger than
host Zoom sessions,
ever.”
and record lessons
that would help stay Sarah Dilley Olivia Branon-Pickens Dylan Sharp
Faith Spires
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Student volunteers become essential workers
By E. Schleich, Photography Staff

In the wake of the Coronavirus pandemic, some people need
to hunker down at home while
others seek opportunities to take
on the challenges that come with
a crisis. Fred Rogers may have
said it best:
“When I was a boy and I
would see scary things in the
news, my mother would say to
me, ‘Look for the helpers. You
Joslyn and Nathan Smith volunteer during crisis.
will always find people who are
Photo courtesy of Meals on Wheels.
helping.’”
Three LHS students are among
throughout the community. Whether
many teenagers who are going above it is packaging meals or getting groand beyond to help others during
ceries for your grandparents, there is
the COVID 19 pandemic. Juniors,
always a way to help.”
Joslyn and Nathan Smith, and
Meals on Wheels of Fairfield
sophomore, Riley Poston, have been
County has been providing in-home
volunteering with Meals on Wheels.
services to the senior citizens who
“I started volunteering at Meals on cannot shop for food, prepare meals,
Wheels after the pandemic broke out. socialize with others, or perform
It has been very rewarding and hondaily activities since 1973. Currently,
estly a lot of fun,” said Joslyn Smith.
the organization is located in the old
According to Smith, there are
Cedar Heights elementary school.
responsibilities that come with volPoston says although the physical
unteering for a professional organijob of volunteering seems simple, the
zation.
rewards he gets in return are huge.
“Some of the responsibilities that
“It’s pretty simple. I’m just packing
come with volunteerthings, moving
ing would be having
things around.
a positive mindset
Helping sort
and being kind to
things and making
everyone you just
meals for peomet. Respecting the
ple to deliver to
building and your
people that need
supervisors are a big
them,” he said.
part of the role too,”
“ I think it’s
she said.
important to help
“I personally
right now because
believe that the outpeople can’t curbreak of COVID-19
rently go out to get
opened up a lot
what they need so
Riley Poston volunteers during panmore doors to help demic Photo courtesy Meals on Wheels. knowing that I’m

helping in some way to provide these
people with their needs is a great
feeling.”
More than ever, some students
have lost the motivation to do school
work since the stay at home order
went into effect last March and the
schools closed.
However, Smith and Poston say
volunteering has actually helped
them to stay motivated.
“What has been motivating me
the most to keep pushing throughout
this pandemic has been the idea of
helping out other people,” said Smith.
“It also gives me a reason to get
out of my house and to stay positive.
You just have to find what is important to you and care for it.”
Poston says by volunteering, he
feels like he has helped others to
become more motivated.
“ I have had some people ask me
if they can come volunteer. Knowing
that I have made an impact like that
makes this worth it.”
On the Meals on Wheels website,
the organization stated that their
mission is important in the lives of
the elderly in Fairfield County.
“As we are further immersed in
this ever-evolving situation due to
the spread of Coronavirus, Meals on
Wheels of Lancaster is doing everything we can to continue the services
that we currently offer. It is our
mission to alleviate the challenges
associated with aging and disabilities
by providing home-delivered meals.”
For more information about how
to volunteer with Meals on Wheels,
visit their website and Facebook page
for more information.

Community
Boys Will Be Boys
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Unconscious bias shapes harmful attitudes
By C. Dunn, Editorial Editor

Toxic masculinity is the idea that
when boys or young men misbehave,
it is often excused as socially expected behavior. But these culturally
traditional masculine norms may be
harmful to men themselves, as well
as society. Elizabeth Meyer, PhD
says that excusing bad behavior in
males as “boys will be boys” teaches
children that certain behaviors are
endemic to masculinity and exclusive
only to boys (The Danger of “Boys
Will Be Boys” 2014).
“The phrase itself seems to be insulting,” says Sheila Coleman-Gross,
Image courtesy Google Images
Lancaster High School Psychologist.
“Men and women both cominitiative that has helped to bring the
mit harmful actions. The saying,
issue of toxic masculinity to light.
boys will be boys, is unhealthy and
“It has brought up a lot of consome parents have decided to not
troversy and conflict but is helping
teach that to their children today as
women speak up and end the reign
a way of preventing their
children from
acting harmfully
towards other
people.”
Madison Garber, a junior at
LHS agreed that
society should
Madison Garber
Simon Friess,
stop using the Sheila Coleman-Gross
LHS Psychologist
Photo courtesy of The Photo courtesy of
stereotypical
New York Times.
Friess.
phrase.
“Men are told from a young age,
of toxic masculinity.
from family and friends alike, that
At the same time, a few teenage
crying makes you weak, and men
boys feel that as various groups work
have to be strong and dominant 24/7 to change societal attitudes about
has allowed men to get away with
gender stereotypes, the pendulum
misconduct and mistreatment, not
may be swinging too far in the oppoonly to women but to everything.”
site direction against men behaving
Garber said the MeToo movement in a masculine way.
in recent years is one progressive
“Toxic masculinity is the false

premonition that men are inherently evil and commit rape, murder,
and sexual assault by their nature,
so the supposed solution to this is
to make men less toxic, by making
them less masculine and more like
women. That thinking is not only
wrong but dangerous,” said LHS
sophomore, Simon Friess.
“If you try to turn a man into a
woman they don’t get less toxic.”
Additionally, some teenage boys
like LHS senior, Sam Beaulieu, feel
that blurring the lines between
gender expectations can be confusing for adolescents and send mixed
messages.
“Our generation is being raised in
an environment that encourages diversity and gender equality, but these
societal pressures are still present.” he
said.
“Many people my age are
afraid of acting
even remotely
feminine which
can cause an air
of misogyny,
and since homosexuality is
Sam Beaulieu
associated with
Photo by Cora Dunn.
being feminine
this can instill
homophobia in boys from a young
age. The way boys and girls interact
has changed a lot in recent years, but
many have yet to see that boys and
girls are not different at all. No one
should never feel excluded because
of the sex they were assigned at birth
and if everyone is included it will
instill a feeling of togetherness.

Community
Toxic Relationship Nightmare
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How to recognize the unhealthy signs
By D. Bui, Editor in Chief
Negativity, constant blaming, guilt
trips galore, and destructive drama are
all characteristics of a toxic relationship. A toxic relationship is defined as
“repeated, mutually destructive modes
of relating between a couple.” Some
of the patterns depicted in ruinous
relationships include jealousy, possessiveness, dominance, manipulation,
desperation, selfishness, and rejection.
Mrs. Kristen Arter, family and student support coordinator of Lancaster
High School, explained that being in
an unhealthy relationship can be damaging to several areas of one’s life such
as mental, financial, social, and even
physical health.
“Many individuals in unhealthy
relationships often lose other personal relationships and may have low
self-confidence,” said Arter.
LHS freshman, Alexis Taylor said
she was in a toxic relationship in which
her boyfriend tried to control her other relationships.
“He wouldn’t let me talk to any other guys and he would get angry with
me and try to force me to kiss him and
stuff,” said Taylor.
She said that eventually she avoided
talking to other males after almost two
years in a toxic relationship she finally
realized she had to break it off.
“I think the whole time in that
relationship, I was uncomfortable and

Kristen Arter, LHS
Family and Student
Support Coordinator

LHS freshman
Alexis Taylor

Image courtesy Google Images.

upset, and he made me cry. He hit on
other girls but if I talked to a guy, I was
terrible.”
An unhealthy relationship often has
a domino effect which can cause other
unhealthy outcomes. For example, if a
woman has bruises from
a partner, she may not
want to see her friends
or doctor thus affecting
her social and physical
health.
Why do some people
stay in these relationships? Often it is denial
and a false normal prohibits people
from recognizing a toxic relationship.
“I just think once a person invests a
certain amount of time with someone,
it kind of becomes the ‘norm’ and it’s
hard to walk away,” said Faith Spires,
a geometry teacher at Lancaster High
School.
“There could
be a sense of
denial ‘I know
things will go
back to how it
was in the beginning... when
things were nice’
LHS geometry
when in reality
teacher Mrs. Spires
there’s no chance

of that,” Spires said.
An LHS high school student, who asked to be identified
only as K.D., said that the toxic
relationship she was in slowly
developed over the course of a
year.
“It started with small things
like always being by my side or
speaking for me. Then, it grew
to him claiming he’s older so
he knew what was better for
me and would pressure me into
decisions I didn’t want to make,”
K.D. explained.
K. D. said that as time passed, her
boyfriend became more possessive
and he wouldn’t allow her to hang out
with her friends. She says he chipped

away at her self-confidence while at the
same time, tried to convince her that
he had her best interest at heart.
“He told me that he loved me and
he pressured me into saying it back,
even though I didn’t feel like that. It
took me a long time to realize that
I don’t need someone that doesn’t
respect me.”
There are many resources for people
who are in a toxic relationship. The
LHS Guidance Department can be
reached by email and phone but for
serious cases in which one wants
help, the National Domestic Violence
Hotline can be reached at https://www.
thehotline.org/ or by phone at 1-800799-SAFE (7233).

Community
Faith in the Face of a Pandemic
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Churches adapt methods to tend to their flocks
By C. Dunn, Editorial Editor

“On Sundays, we have
The First Amendment
about
an hour of Zoom
of the U.S. Constitution
meetings to talk and
guarantees freedom of
catch up as well, and hear
worship, but many church
the lesson for the day.”
leaders chose to shutGrace Jones, a memter their doors for a few
ber of St. Mary’s also
months, and embraced
said the internet helped
modern methods of worhere to focus on her faith
ship such as live-streamduring for the months
ing, Zoom sessions, and
prior to the re-opening
drive-in services. St.
Some Ohio churches have re-opened to the public.
of churches in Ohio.
Mary of the Assumption Catholic
“My youth group just got a new
Church in Lancaster resumed public strangers,” she said.
youth minister. She has been doing
worship on Pentecost at the end of
“We can’t let a building confine
May, but prior to the state re-openour faith. We won’t change the world Zoom calls every Wednesday with
anyone that wants to join.”
ing, celebrated their masses online.
by going to church, but instead by
Additionally, religious groups like
“The worship of God has not been being the church,” Watson said.
the Vineyard Church reached out
affected in the least,” said Fr. Craig
Youth groups had to improvise
to teenagers with care packages and
Elierman, of St. Mary’s.
there style of worship made condistributed food for first responders.
“What has been affected is the way nections virtually with teenagers
“Our youth leaders have been
parishioners have been able to partic- through the internet.
methodically
delivering gifts-care
ipate in the celebration of Mass.”
“The youth group I go to continAnthony Smith , a parishioner
ued to meet up because we believe in packages to our teen students,” said
Joel Seymour, lead pastor at Lancastat St. Mary’s said watching the
the importance of fellowship,” said
er Vineyard.
live-streaming of Mass was different
Kayley Brunton, who attends the
“We’ve delivered meals to the ER
but meaningful.
First Baptist Church in Lancaster.
and Covid-19 units at FMC, donuts
“While that is a change, we are
for all 900 plus FMC employees,
blessed to be able to do this comdelivered donuts to the Fire departpared to nothing at all,” he said.
ments and Fry Pies to Lancaster
Some Lancaster High School
Police. We’re simply trying to show
students said that their churches did
God’s love in a practical way.”
what they could during their church
While the world continues to deal
closures to keep building strong ties
with the devastating effects of the
with the young population.
Pastor Joel Seymour
pandemic, Pastor Seymour said this
Leah Watson, who attends Front- Fr. Craig Elierman
uncertain time is an opportunity to
line Church of God in Amanda, said
strengthen one’s faith.
that she believes church
“We’re tempted to look to
can be held anywhere.
faith during times like these
“I believe churches
as a way to survive, but I’m
are meant for praising
more apt to look at it as a
God, but so are many
way to thrive.”
other places: car rides,
restaurants, or conversaKayley Brunton
Grace Jones
tions with friends or even Leah Watson

Community
Elderly Cope With Coronavirus
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Senior facility keeps loved ones connected
By E. Schleich, Photography Staff

Ohio Governor Mike
artwork,” said Jones.
DeWine recently announced
Other families visitthat outdoor visitations will
ed with their loved ones
be permitted at nursing
outside, beneath the
homes, assisted-living, and
balcony in order to keep
retirement homes, if these fatheir distance and protect
cilities can properly maintain
the health of their family
safety procedures to prevent
member.
the spread of the CoronaviBobbie Sheppard, Life
rus. At least 28,100 residents
Enrichment Coordinator
and workers have died from
at Primrose, said lonelithe Coronavirus at nursing
ness can be a problem for
homes and other long-term
older adults so the staff
care facilities for older adults
created social distancing
in the United States, accordactivities for fun and soing to a New York Times daTwo senior citizens enjoy a visit on the patio while practicing cialization.
social distancing. Photo courtesy of Primrose.
tabase(New York Times 2020).
“We do small group
Not being able to visit loved
can walk outside and engage in small activities while practicing social
ones can be especially difficult for the group activities while maintaining
distancing and 1-on-1 activities with
elderly.
social distance,” said Christel.
residents in their apartments. Matt,
“I am used to socializing with othDianne Jones, whose mother
our bus driver, has been a huge help
er residents and neighbors. I enjoy
resides at Primrose said that, it was
with 1-on-1 visits. Our entire staff is
eating meals with friends and playdifficult not being able to visit her
helping to make sure every resident
ing cards. One day in March, that
mother, during the past few months, has engagement,” said Sheppard.
lifestyle just came to a stop,” recalls
but realized that it was necessary.
“The biggest challenge for resiBob Christel, a resident at Primrose
“I am glad the state of Ohio is
dents is not being able to hug or have
Retirement Community in Lancaster. being proactive, but it has been very
physical contact.”
“I am talking to family and friends difficult for my mother and our famthrough telephone and email. We
ily not being able to
visit face to face.”
Jones said her
mother kept in touch
with her loved ones
with the help of technology.
“Through FaceTime, mom can
interact with her
grandchildren and
children. She has
enjoyed watching
Dorothy, a resident at Primrose holds a
her grandchildren
white board with a message for her loved
play and viewed their Ruth, a Primrose resident enjoys a “balcony visit” with her
ones. Photo courtesy of Primrose.

family. Photo courtesy of Primrose.

Sports
Bosser For The Win!
Named Athletic Director of the Year
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By B. Munroe, Entertainmet Editor
Lancaster High School Athletic Director, Pam Bosser, has been
named the Central Ohio Athletic
Director of the Year by the Ohio Interscholastic Athletic Administrators Association on April 6, 2020.
Bosser, who will be completing her
10th year with the Golden Gales,
will receive the award in November
at a conference meeting of athletic
directors from the state of Ohio.
Bosser said she is very humbled
by the award and credited the staff
and students she works with for
inspiring her.
“I couldn’t do what I do without
all of the support from the district
and the high school administration, coaches who have a passion
to make the Golden Gale experience second to none for our kids,

Bosser was named Central Ohio Athletic Director of the Year by the Ohio
Initerscholastic Athletic Administrators’
Association in 2020. Photo courtesy of
Lancaster Eagle Gazette.

and student-athletes who inspire
me with their desire to be the best
version of themselves.”
Bosser’s daughter, Emma, a
graduating senior of LHS, is perhaps one of the people who know
how invested Bosser is in her position as Athletic Director.
“I feel like this award just solidified what people in our community
already know. I think she does a lot
for our teams that goes unnoticed,
and she’s constantly working to
improve Lancaster Athletics,” said
the younger Bosser.
“There’s so much that goes on
that people don’t know about. She’s
really passionate about what she
does and I think it shows.”
According to The Balance
Careers, athletic directors (ADs)
generally oversee all aspects of an
athletic program, including hiring
coaches, scheduling, budget preparation, promotion, compliance, and
facility management. It takes an
organized person who thrives in a
position of leadership and enjoys
sports. Bosser generally works with
coaches and athletes to help the
various high school sports teams
reach their potential.
In a interview with the Lancaster Eagle Gazette, Bosser spoke of
the importance of finding the best
coaches for her staff.
“I feel like the most important
job of an athletic director is hiring
the right people to coach our kids
because they are the ones that are
face to face with them on an every-

LHS Athletic Director, Pam Bosser and
her daughter, Emma, pose with her
Athletic Hall of Fame photo.

day basis,” said Bosser.
“They make such an impact on
our kids. I think it’s important for
me to get the right person in those
positions to have that effect on our
kids.”
In the same EG interview, Bosser
reflected on how she always tries to
impress upon the student athletes
how significant their roles as athletes is in their community.
“I always tell them at the beginning of the year how proud I am of
them. They are the one’s who take
our name, the name of Lancaster,
around the state. The way they carry themselves really has an impact
on the way people view our town.
It’s a big responsibility, but I always
tell our kids I really appreciate what
they do.

Sports
Athletic Trainers Go to the Front Lines
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LHS trainer helps to test public for Coronavirus
By B. Munroe, Entertainment Editor
With the cancellation of high
area outside of LHS and be able to
athletes and providing them with
school sports seasons due to the
show people that athletic trainers
stretches an exercises to do for
onset of the Coronavirus pandemcan be beneficial in many differrehab.
ic, athletic trainers are being reent settings, that we can adapt and
LHS is fortunate to have four
trained and deployed to the front
persevere when faced with a chalathletic trainers on staff to help
lines at hospitals to test possible
lenge.”
with the prevention, diagnosis
victims of the virus.
As a medical and sports profesof major injury and treatment of
Leigh Spring, the head trainer for sional, Spring has learned many
them. Student athletes like junior,
the Lancaster High School Golden
new skills and reaped the rewards
Elizabeth Shipley, appreciates what
Gales sports teams is technically
of working with many great nurses, they do.
employed with
“They do a
Fairfield Medical
great job and take
Center. Once the
pride in their
schools closed and
work,” she said.
sports were can“They tell me
celed, she began
what is wrong
working with urand give me adgent care patients.
vice on how to fix
“I also fill in at
it or how to ease
the COVID testthe pain.”
ing site and actuAnother
ally perform the
LHS trainer, Ho
COVID tests,” said
Won Kim, said
Spring.
some people are
“It’s my job until
unaware of the
I am able to return
level of expertise
to my normal job at
athletic trainers
LHS
athletic
trainers
Makayla
Laughlin,
Leigh
Spring,
Janelle
Christensen,
LHS.”
master.
and Ho Won Kim.
Spring said that her
“Anyone can be
new responsibilities in a medical
physicians, and medical assistants
a regular trainer but it’s entirely
atmosphere during a pandemic is
and learning from them.
different being an athletic trainer,”
challenging. There are times when
“Much of the information I will
he said.
the job seems overwhelming, yet
be able to take back to the school
A personal trainer has to take a
positive.
setting and apply when evaluating
few courses and receive a certifi“Processes and protocols are
athletes for injuries and illness. As
cation, whereas an athletic trainer
constantly changing to meet curalways, a reward is being able to
must have a master’s degree, narent safety standards, and it can be
help people.”
tional certification, and be licensed
tough at times to remember and
Despite the fact that the schools
by the state. Afterward, athletic
keep up with all of the changes,”
have been closed and some sports
trainers must maintain ongoing
said Spring.
seasons canceled, Spring has been
continuing educational require“It's also nice to be utilized in an emailing with some of the LHS
ments to retain credentials.
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Lancaster graduate alum inducted to All-Decade-Team

By M. Murray, Art Editor

Former Lancaster high school
“The 1st Team Academic
student, Erica Campbell, ended her
All American Award that I
college career being inducted into
received is the award that I
her college’s All-Decade-Team for
am proudest of. The success
woman’s soccer. This latest achievethat I’ve had in the classroom
ment is part of a long list of awards
trumps any award I’ve received
and accomplishments in both socthrough soccer,” said Campbell.
cer and academics.
Achieving her many awards
While Campbell was at Lancaster
is something that Campbell
she left a lasting impression.
said required hard work and
“She was phenomenal had an
determination to imporve her
incredible drive, was determined.
technical skills and practiced
Erica Campbell named All Decade Team at
She was always very likable and
year round to perfect her athetHeidelberg University. Photo courtesy of
got along with everyone,” said LHS
ic abilities.
Lancaster Eagle Gazzette.
Girls Soccer coach, Brian Griffin.
“I take a lot of pride in the
Heidelberg game. Scoring 2 of the
“Anytime you have a player of
awards I received because I know
7 goals, assisting in 3. Leading her
that caliber there’s gonna be a hole
team with 10 goals and eight assists. how hard through my time at
to fill, it’s always nice to have that
Heidelberg that I worked to earn
Campbell’s studies never strayed
quality of a player, so of course I
because of sports either. In fact, the them!”
miss her.”
Campbell said that her expereoutstanding athlete said her greatest
Campbell has been described as achievement while at Heidelberg
ince at Lancaster High School
a soccer powerhouse. She summed was being able to have success not
helped prepare her for future
up her impressive college career
only on the field, but also perform- success.
stats in an interview with Eye of the ing well in the classroom. As an
“The coaches that I had, proGale.
accounting major, Campbell main- vided me with guidance and gave
“While playing soccer at Heidel- tained a 3.8 grade point average
me the best opportunity to be the
berg I was a three- year starter as
best athlete and person I could be!
which earned her a prestigious
a center forward. In all four years
Without them, I would not be the
academic award.
that I played, I was the
type of athlete or the kind
leading goal scorer
of person I am today,” she
and was also leading
said.
in assist for my team.
She offered this advice to
I was also on the top
students who want to play
5 leading scorer list in
collegiate sports.
my league during three
“I strongly emphasis
seasons,” she said.
having passion for the sport
Most recently as a
because it is not easy. Playcollege senior, Camping at the next level requires
bell earned OAC player
a lot of work, however, if
of the week two times
you are passionate for what
because of her perforyou are doing, then it will
Erica Campbell. Photo courtesy of LHS Girls Soccer coach, Brian
mance in a Bluffton vs Heidelberg University.
not
feel like work!”
Griffin.
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Rewards are more than just money
By E. Lundy, Sports Editor

Congratulations,
you’ve been accepted;
a phrase high school
seniors can’t wait to
read in letters from the
colleges of their choice.
For athletes, the words
are even sweeter when
they are awarded an
athletic scholarship for
the sport they love.
Lancaster High School Class of 2020 student athletes received athletic
According to the
scholarships. Photo courtesy of the Lancaster Eagle Gazette.
National Collegiate
Athletic Association
Bryan Connell, who signed with
Tipple, who signed with the Univer(NCAA), Division I and II schools
sity of Toledo, said she started work- Tiffin University, was excited to be
provide more than $2.9 billion in
awarded a scholarship for a couple of
ing hard at the age of twelve playing
athletics scholarships annually to
on a travel softball teams in hopes of reasons.
more than 150,000 student-athletes.
getting a college scholarship on day.
“Track is a big part of my life. The
Only about two-percent of high
fact that I get money off my college
“The coach for my travel ball
school athletes are awarded athletic
tuition and I still get to continue to
team was careful when selecting
scholarships to compete in college.
do what I love for four more years,”
girls to play for the team; he wanted
Paul Helgren, the Associate Athlethe explained,
like-minded players who wanted to
ic Director at the University of Tole“I’m so lucky to be able to go to
commit to a university to play softdo told Eye of the Gale that athletic
ball,” recalled Tipple.
the next level.”
scholarships mean more for students
According to the author of The
“When my teammates and I
than financial help.
started with the team, my coach said Importance of Athletic Scholarships,
“In addition to free or reduced
we had to email at least ten different
Sarah Daren, for some athletes, a
tuition, student-athletes benefit from
college coaches every week.”
college scholarship sets an athlete up
th support structure of coaches,
Another LHS graduating senior,
for future success.
administrative support, and tutors,”
“Athletic scholarships
said Helgren.
reward the hard work
“Their academic progand skill of students and
ress is monitored from the
provide them further
moment they step on camopportunity to shine. As
pus, and support is readily
a coach, you can spot
available.”
potential in anyone and
Several graduating sehelp them seize opporniors from Lancaster High
tunities, like athletic
School class of 2020 received
scholarships, that can
athletic scholarships to
Paul Helgren, Assistant
Leah Tipple signed with University entirely change their life
various schools across the
path.”
country including Duke and Athletic Director, University of Toledo, and Cassidy Zaker signed
with Ohio University. Photo courtesy
Ohio State University. Leah of Toledo. Photo courtesy
of Twitter.

of Lancaster Eagle Gazette.
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Animal Crossing: New Horizons popularity boom
By D. Bui, Editor in chief
Players are able to use the
The stay-at-home order
game in order to simulate
during the first few months
events such as a birthday
of the COVID 19 pandemic
party. LHS sophomore, Sarah
caused many people to feel
Comer explained she had fun
boredom and loneliness. But
during the pandemic creating
the Animal Crossing: New
events.
Horizons game helped to
“I made my own letterman’s
boost morale as 13 million
jacket since the stores were
copies were sold in just over
closed on my birthday,” she
a month after the game was
said.
released. Players create an
Game producer, Hisashi
island and community of
Nogami told The Verge that
characters with whom other
the timing for this game
players can visit and socialize.
couldn’t be better because
Lancaster High School
people needed good entersenior, Ian Houghs, said Antainment during the pandemimal Crossing is a good game
ic shutdown.
to play when one is feeling
“Considering the timing,
lonely.
we hope that a lot of the
“I think this is so popular
Animal Crossing fans will use
because it provides a false
this as an escape, so they can
sense of having people and
Images of Animal Crossing created by
enjoy themselves during this
company; it really makes
Lilith Bryant.
difficult time,” he said.
people feel not so alone during quarThe game has multi-player feaantine,” he said.
ing plots for potential villagers to
tures that create a sense of social“Plus, the online play feature
live that come to visit your island,”
means that friends and family mem- explained Lilith Bryant, a sophomore ization that most people cannot get
during the stay-at-home-order or
bers can help out and be there for
at LHS.
under quarantine situations.
you.”
“Decoration of the island is also a
Kaity Kline, a columnist for NPR,
The storyline and the objective
big factor. The more foliage and items
said that she plays Animal Crossings
of the game begins with each player
you have arranged on the island can
when she needs an emotional boost.
being sent to a deserted island with a help your rating.”
“I’m in the at-risk group
character, Tom Nook
for COVID-19 because
and his family. The
of my bad asthma. As a
goal is to build up
precaution, I haven’t been
your character’s town
going outside my apartso that the musician,
ment at all. But playing
K.K. Slider, will come
New Horizons this weekand perform.
end was the first time in
“Building a town
months that I didn’t think
includes gaining new
Ian
Houghs
likes
the
Sarah
Comer
likes
the
Lilith Bryant likes AC’s about the coronavirus.”
shops, upgrading
social feature of AC.
game’s relaxed tone.
event planner.
them, and build-
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Creativity is sparked when there’s no place to go
By E. Lundy, Sports Editor
After weeks of binge-watching
Netflix, Disney+, and Hulu, what
does one do to fill the void that a
stay-at-home order creates? They
put down the remote and get busy
finding new and creative ways to stay
entertained and connected.
Lancaster High School sophomore, Audrey Knight, got creative
by making an air freshener out of
embroidery thread. Ohio University senior, Kasiey Novotni, cleaned
house, made paintings, and focused
on school work to stay busy.
“Nesting has been a real thing for
me,” said Novotni.
“College has kept me busy, too.”
TikTok and social media screentime increased as many people tried
to fill the gap created by the limiting

nature of social distancing and the
stay-at-home order. Social apps
such as Zoom, Houseparty, and
FaceTime no doubt saw an increase
in participation.
Brooke Cowans who lives in Cincinnati used the Houseparty app to
establish a strong connection with
her family because she couldn’t visit
them in person for fear of contracting or spreading the COVID 19 virus. She also discovered some pretty
cool ways to stay entertained.
“ I have been doing needlework
to stay creative. My daughter and I
also decided to start making resin
jewelry and painting rocks to possibly start a shop on Etsy,” she said.
“I’m making needlework for others
to make them happy!”
According to the Washington
Post, with fewer distractions and increased downtime, some people have
found space to start new projects or
complete those long forgotten. When
they asked readers how they’ve
used their time under quarantine or
stay-at-home
orders, more
than 250
people
responded with
stories
about
learnted
pain emi
n
t
a
pand
Nov
ngs, ring the
i
h
t
ther usy du order.
b
ng o
Ano s to stay at-home
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Asheley Knight made an air freshener
from embroidery thread.

Brooke Cowans created needlework and
used technology to stay connected to
family and friends.

ing to play instruments, trying culinary techniques and tackling other
creative endeavors.
The Ohio Department of Developmental Disabilities stresses that
a meaningful day is about self-empowerment, learning, and developing
skills, with a goal of helping people
realize who they are, what they are
capable of, and how they can connect
with other people. Even under the
stay-at-home order, a meaningful day
made up of planned and purposeful
opportunities is possible. An important thing to remember is that these
experiences should be goals bigger
than just filling time (DODD, 2020).
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Books that set a trend in movie re-makes
By Cora Dunn, Editorial Editor

Hollywood has always been
“Novels are verbal and
in the business of adapting
use words to tell a story,
literature into popular - and
while films are visual and
often blockbuster films. The
rely on images to do the
Hunger Games, comes to
telling. But there is more
mind, as does Harry Potter.
to the balance between a
But some literature, especialbook and its film adaply classic literature, seems to
tation. Once one fully
come back around in a movie
comprehends the relare-make every few decades.
tionship between book,
In early 2020, new refilm, and adaptation, one
makes of Jane Austen’s Emma,
can see that adaptations
and Louisa May Alcott’s Little
should be treated as a
Movie versions of classic literature like Emma and
Women graced the movie theliterary art form of their
Little Women. Images courtesy of Google.
aters again. Both, perhaps reown.”
quired reading in high school
“Even though times have changed
“I feel like people want
English class, have been repeatedly dramatically, people will always
to save those classics so they try to
re-made into movies with the most experience love, heartbreak, and
find a way to make it appealing to
recent adaptations breaking box-of- death.”
the younger age groups such as is
fice records.
When adaptations of classic
in high school or those in college,”
“Amazing stories can be told over literature are debuted in the theater, said Cailyn May-Rutter, a senior at
and over and still hold their value
a common complaint is that the
LHS.
so if they were such successful as
characters or the plot aren’t exactly
American University literature
books then why not adapt to film?” the same as in the original book.
professor Despina Kakoudakp, said
said Sylvia Boden, a sophomore at
Some literature fans feel insulted if
that, while superhero movies will
Lancaster High School.
the film version doesn’t stay true to always have a built-in audience
Some readers believe that the
the literature. According to Odini- that will definitely go see the films,
oldies, but goodies, in classic litty.com, an search engine, each time literature films offer the viewer
erature have stood the test of time
a novel is made into a film, readers
something more intellectual.
because they speak to the hearts
should respect the adaptation as a
“With movies like the Harry Potter
and minds of readers and they
separate work.
series, you have the
enjoy watching beloved
intense following of
characters come to life
fans who are paron the big screen time
ticipating in online
and time again.
communities where
“I think some classic
they are debating
novels are being adaptthe stories and ined again now because
teracting on another
they are relatable,” said
level.”
Ashlin Henderson, an
Ashlin Henderson,
Sylvia Boden, LHS
Cailyn May-Rutter,
English teacher.
sophomore.
English teacher at LHS.
LHS senior.
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Ignorance sparks fear and hatred toward Asians
By D. Bui, Editor in Chief

one-panel comics by KoreXenophobia is the fear or
an-Swedish artist Lisa Woolhatred of that which is perceived
Rim Sjöblom. Inspired by
to be foreign or strange. As
recent events, she is addressing
humans, we sometimes instincthe hostility Asians increastively fear that which we don’t
ingly are facing during the
know much about. In other
COVID-19 global pandemic.
words fear is often simply based
Sjöblom’s images, shared on
on ignorance.
her Instagram account, tackWith the onset of the Corole the racism directed at the
navirus in March, the Asian
Asian community since initial
population appears to be the
cases of novel Coronavirus
subject of racism more than ever
were reported late last year
before. Even Donald Trump,
in Wuhan, China. The title
the President of the United
of her series stemmed from a
States initially insisted on calling
Comic by Korean-Swedish artist,
hashtag, #IAmNotAVirus, that
the pandemic, the Chinese virus.
Lisa Wool-Rim Sjöblom, as part of a series of
was started by French Asians
Experts say that is a dangerone-panel cartoons titled, #IAmNotAVirus.
Image
courtesy
of
PBS.
in response to racist incidents
ous turn of phrase that can actuon public transportation and
ally spark new, albeit, unfoundican organizations for instigating
through social media. The moveed hatred and fear in society against
racism.
ment has also inspired other illusinnocent people. The president’s
Recently, I discovered that a
trators on Instagram to create art in
language was denounced by advoclassmate of mine, without my
response (PBS 2020).
cacy groups, especially Asian Amerknowledge, took a picture of me
Scores of Asian Americans
with his cell phone and blasted it on
nationwide have already reported
Snapchat with the caption,
being targeted in verbal and physical
“David Bowe started corona in Lanattacks linked to Coronavirus fears.
caster.” I was aggravated to say the
But this is not a new phenomena.
least. When I confronted him, he
During World War II, Asian Amersaid it was just a joke.
icans were placed in internment
The other day I was grocery
camps because people thought they
shopping for my mother. As I was
were an enemy and dangerous.
getting in my car to go home, I
As an Asian, I feel that discriminoticed a white man starring at me.
nation against my race has not really
It made me really nervous and I
been acknowledged in America like
felt I was on the verge of tears. It’s
it has for African Americans and
difficult to put into words the fear
Hispanics. I can only hope that
I suddenly felt. I was afraid that he
through awareness and accurate
might harass me, or even assault
information, American society will
me because I am Asian. Nervously,
Racist Snapchat post by a student at
not make Asians the scapegoat for
I started my car and drove away as
LHS who claimed David Bui was to
the pandemic.
fast as I could.
blame for the Coronavirus in
Lancaster.
PBS recently featured a series on
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Panic hoarding of toilet paper and other essentials
By B. Munroe, Entertainment Editor

Panic buying and hoarding of
“One of the underlying characessential items like toilet paper
teristics of utility is an intolerance
has been a huge problem. For
of uncertainty. The individual
a while, it was the haves against
needs to feel absolutely and perthe havenots. As soon as Govfectly certain that some kind of
ernor Mike DeWine announced
negative outcome won’t occur.”
the closure of schools and
Almost all of the toilet paper
enacted a stay-at-home order in
that U.S. consumers use comes
mid-March, some people loadfrom factories based in the U.S.
ed multiple shopping carts with
rather than exported from difmega-bundles of TP.
ferent countries. Grocery stores
Grocery shelves were bare in
were able to restocked shelves
the toilet paper isles and many
overnight but supplies routinely
disgruntled shoppers left stores
dwindled within minutes after
Cartoon by Eye of the Gale Art Editor,
Mykenzi Murray.
empty-handed. Soon memes about
their doors opened in the morning.
the precious commodity appeared
Borgan thinks that basic panic is
has written widely about hoarding,
on social media.
the root of the current great toilet
recently told The New Yorker that,
Hoarding is instinctual, it compaper debate.
most hoarders are motivated by a
forts some people making them feel combination of three factors: emo“Most people need to be more
safe knowing they are ready for the tional or sentimental attachment,
level headed on the situation. When
months of quarantine.
they see empty shelves, they try to
aesthetic appreciation, and utility.
It is very much like how birds
scavenge all that is left. Buying toiBut hoarders of toilet paper are
stock seeds for their young or how
let paper is a relatively cheap purcompelled by only the third motisquirrels will stockpile acorns for
chase, so a lot of people can afford
vation.
winter. This is a problem though,
to buy more than they necessarily
if a large numbers of people
need.”
decide to hoard items like toilet
On the other-hand, Haberle
paper or other essentials items
said its understandable that people
out of need or greed.
tend to panic buy and hoard sup“I do think that most people
plies in difficult times.
“We are living in a situation
are over reacting with buying,
we do not need so much stuff
where things are rapidly changing
without us knowing, most people
that others will hurt because of
are not used to that so they panic
it,” said LHS freshman, Taylor
of course. This buying of toilet
Haberle.
paper is understandable but simply
“People need to chill with buysilly if it comes to the point where
ing everything in the whole store
many have to leave the store not
if we want everyone to survive
being able to buy what they came
here.”
Shoppers
stock
up
on
toilet
paper
during
the
for in the first place”.
Randy O. Frost, a professor of
stay-at-home order. Image courtesy of Google.
psychology at Smith College, who
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